






However, this type of utterance is less frequent than in other lan-

guages. Many of the discursive functions, like questions or negation,

involve a variable word-order, where the verb is preceded by a cer-

tain number of elements and where the subject can follow the verb.
Various proposals have been made in recent years which argue that

the segment which precedes the verb in these non-declarative sen-
tences is structurally constrained. In this study, I show that there are
indeed constraints and, moreover, that these constraints result from
a highly hierarchic and strict structure, which involves a great num-
ber of fixed positions realising specific functions.

3. Focalising

The fact that in Hungarian, the sentence-initial positions are
widely used allows us to determine different types of functions lin-

ked to the left periphery. The most prominent one is focalising.
Focalising, that is the contrastive or emphatic underlining of an ele-
ment in the sentence, is widely used cross-linguistically. However,

it does not always rely on a specific word-order. This is the case for
French:

In French, focalisation is realised in the intonation, as in (3a). The

ungrammaticality of (3b) shows that French cannot use a strategy in
which a focalised element is moved to a different position in the

sentence; more precisely, it cannot be preposed to the left periphe-

ry. Other languages, like English ( to a certain extent), Italian or

Greek, have both options:

(3) u.
b.

$) ".
b.

Jean aime MARIE
*tttRRIn Jean aime.

John gave a book To BILL.

To BILL John gave a book (and not to Muty).









(12)a. Hungarian Ki mit l6tott?

who what saw
'Who saw what?

Koj kakvo ti e kazal?

who what you has told
'Who told you what?'

b. Bulgarian

Serbo-croatian 
ff" TilL l:1r
'Who sees whom?'

d. Czech Kdo kdy koho pozval, nevim?

who when whom invited, I don't know
'who invited who when, I don't know'

e. Rumanian cine ce a spus?
who what has said
'who said what?'

All these languages show a multiple preposing of the uth-elements

(or question words). The systematic comparison of the properties of

multiple questions in these languages shows that a split CP approa-

ch, that is of a rich but strictly hierarchical left peripheral domain,

can account for similarities and differences between these lan-

guages with a minimal set of variations.

5. Negation

Negatiue elements in Hungarian use partly the same strategy. In

most languages, negative elements do not move:

(13)a. Jean n'a vu personne.

b. *Personne Jean n'a vu.
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